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Russia's hackers long tied to military, secret services
MOSCOW, OCT 6/--/During the Soviet era, the country's top computer
scientists and programmers largely
worked for the secret services. That
practice appears to have resumed
under President Vladimir Putin, as
Russia faces accusations of waging
a global campaign of cyber attacks.
Dutch officials on Thursday accused four Russians from the GRU
military intelligence agency of attempting to hack into the global
chemical weapons watchdog in The
Hague. The agency has investigated
both the fatal poisoning of Russian
former double-agent Sergei Skripal;
and an alleged chemical attack by
Moscow-allied Syrian President
Bashar al-Assad.
The Baltic states were the first to
accuse Moscow of mounting attacks
to knock out their sites back in 2007.
Estonia said one such attack had put
the country's main emergency service phone number out of action for
over an hour. Since then, accusations

of cyber attacks have continued
against Moscow. The Russian
hacker group variously known as
Fancy Bear, APT 28 and Sofacy has
been linked to GRU and accused of
attacks on the US Democrats' 2016
presidential campaign, together
with Russia's FSB security service,
the successor to the KGB.
The skills of Russian hackers
today developed from a tradition of
excellent computing and programming skills dating back to the Soviet
era. "The whole structure of the
economy was skewed towards the
military sector," said Oleg Demidov,
a consultant at the Moscow-based
independent think-tank PIR Center.
"All the achievements of Soviet science including the first computers
went to serve the military sector."
The most brilliant students were
pushed to work in the military and
space sector, he added. After the Soviet Union fell apart in 1991, its
armed forces were broken up and

most of the top specialists turned to
the nascent banking sector in Russia, either to work there or to attack
it. In this era saw the first cyber attacks on banking operations and the
first mentions of Russian hackers.
"Now Russian hackers are excellently trained and equipped and
they still occupy one of the top positions in banking crime," said
Demidov -- even if the Russian justice system has begun to crack down
on them. In 2016, Russian
cybersecurity giant Kaspersky estimated that between 2012 and 2015,
Russian hackers had stolen at least
790 million worldwide.
Russian computer scientists
study at "very strong universities in
Saint
Petersburg,
Moscow,
Novosibirsk,
Kazan
or
Krasnoyarsk", said Denis Kuskov of
TelecomDaily specialised research
agency. They "can work anywhere in
the world, in any international company," he added. In recent years,

however, more have opted to stay in
Russia, he said. "The secret services
have grown more interested in good
programmers and it's easier for
them to find work in Russia now." In
2012, the Russian defence ministry
announced it was creating its own
"cyber troops". It launched a wide
recruitment drive that included
promotional videos on social media.
For Demidov, the growing wave
of attacks attributed to Russian
hackers has come about as Russia
becomes better able to defend its
own cyber security more strongly,
the military sphere included.
"These efforts... have began to bring
results," he said.
Today however, even the most
established players in Russian IT
are in the sights of the West. The US
in 2017 imposed a ban on the use of
Kaspersky's anti-virus software by
federal agencies amid concerns
about the company's links to the
Russian intelligence services.

Disease fears as
more bodies found
in Indonesia disaster
PALU, OCT 6/--/Rescuers
picking through the grim aftermath of Indonesia's
quake-tsunami issued a
fresh public health warning
Saturday as more decaying
corpses were unearthed
from beneath the ruined
city of Palu.
Officials said Saturday
the death toll had climbed
to 1,649 with more than a
thousand maybe still missing in the seaside city on
Sulawesi island, after the region was hit by a powerful
quake and a wall of water.
Hopes of finding anyone alive a full eight days
since the disaster have all
but faded, though the search
has not been officially
called off.
There are fears that vast
numbers of decomposing
bodies could still be buried
beneath Petobo and Balaroa
-- two areas virtually wiped
off the map. "Most of the
bodies we have found are
not intact, and that poses a
danger for the rescuers. We
have to be very careful to
avoid
contamination,"
Yusuf Latif, a spokesman for
Indonesia's search and rescue effort, told AFP from
Palu. "We have vaccinated
our teams, but we need to be
extra cautious."
Security
minister
Wiranto, who like many Indonesians goes by one
name, said eventually the
worst-hit areas would have
to be declared mass graves
and left untouched. "We
have to make a decision as to
when the search for the
dead will end. Then, we
later must decide when the
area will be designated a
mass grave," he told reporters late Friday.
At the massive Balaroa
government housing complex, where the sheer force
of the quake turned the
earth temporarily to mush,
soldiers wearing masks to
ward off the stench of death
clambered over the giant
mounds of mud, brick and
cement. The troops peeking
under collapsed walls and
peeling back corrugated
sheets did not have to look
hard.
Sergeant
Syafaruddin, from an army
unit in Makassar south of
Palu, asked for a body bag to
be brought to a spot near
where the remnants of an Islamic school now stands.
Two of his soldiers
emerge from the ditch with
the bag sagging in the
middle but looking too light
to be a corpse -- they said
they had found the heads of
two adults and one child.
"There are no survivors
here. We just find bodies,
every
day,"
said
Syafaruddin.
At the flattened Hotel
Roa-Roa -- where early optimism that survivors might
be found faded as the days
wore on -- rescuers reviewed
CCTV footage to get a sense
of where the doomed guests
could be buried.
Thousands of survivors
continued to stream out of
Palu to nearby cities in the
after math of the disaster.
Hospitals remain overstretched and short on staff
and supplies.
In Karawana villag e,
nurse Iyong Lamatowa can
offer little more than antibiotics and pain killers to

treat those flocking to a
makeshift clinic with
badly-infected wounds.
Project HOPE, a medical NGO, said only two of its
82 staff in Palu had reported for duty since the
quake. "We still don't know
the fate of the clinic doctors, nurses and technicians
who usually staff the
clinic," the organisation said
in a statement.
A floating hospital run
by the Indonesian navy and
docked in Palu has already
assisted with the delivery of
four babies, local media reported.
Survivors have ransacked shops and supply
trucks in the hunt for basic
necessities, prompting security forces to round up dozens of suspected looters and
warn that they will open fire
on thieves.
Hundreds of people Saturday rushed a truck carrying gas cylinders for cooking, with long and desperate
queues quickly forming.
One supermarket that
opened its doors refused to
allow people inside, instead
passing goods through the
door as armed troops stood
watch.
A convoy of five hundred trucks laden with donated food, cooking oil and
other essentials was on its
way to Palu, agriculture
minister Amran Sulaiman
said in the devastated city
on Saturday. "Palu's ordeal is
the grief for all of us and
that's why everyone is lending a hand to help," he said.
The United Nations said
Friday it was seeking USD
50.5 million "for immediate
relief" to help victims of the
devastating quake and tsunami in Indonesia.
After days of delays, international aid is slowly
making its way to the disaster zone, where the UN says
almost 200,000 people need
humanitarian assistance.
Getting vital supplies to
the affected areas has
proved hugely challenging,
with the number of flights
able to land at Palu's small
airport still limited, leaving
aid workers facing gruelling overland journeys.

U.S. Senator Susan Collins (R-ME) talks with reporters after announcing that she will
vote to confirm Supreme Court nominee nominee judge Brett Kavanaugh in a speech
on the Senate floor on Capitol Hill in Washington, U.S.––REUTERS
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Housing scam: Shahbaz Sharif
sent to 10-day NAB remand
LAHORE, OCT 6/--/An anti-corruption
court in Pakistan on Saturday granted a 10day remand of opposition leader Shahbaz
Sharif to the country's top anti-graft body
in a Rs 1,400 crore housing scam, the latest
setback to the embattled Sharif family.
The National Accountability Bureau
(NAB), which arrested the PML-N president
on Friday, had sought a 15-day remand to
investigate his alleged involvement in the
multi-billion rupees corruption case.
Shahbaz, 67, is the younger brother of
ousted prime minister Nawaz Sharif, 68,
who is facing corruption charges in three
cases. The Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz
(PML-N) president, who was kept in a
highly-secured lock-up inside the NAB
Lahore office, arrived in court in an
armoured vehicle, under heavy security.
A large number of PML-N workers gathered outside the court and chanted slogans
against Prime Minister Imran Khan for taking "revenge" from the Sharif brothers.

Accountability Court judge Najamul
Hasan accepted the request of the NAB
prosecutor's plea and granted Shahbaz's
physical remand for 10 days to interrogate
him in the case. Shahbaz, who has been accused of misusing his authority, denied corruption charges and told the court that he
had saved billions of rupees in different developmental projects during his tenure as
Punjab chief minister. He requested the
judge to view his case as political
victimisation as not a single rupee corruption against him has been proved.
Shahbaz was alle gedly involved in the
corruption of Rs 14 billion Ashiana Housing
project and Rs 4 billion Punjab Saaf Pani
Company scams. He allegedly cancelled the
award of contract of the Ashiana housing
project to successful bidder 'Chaudhry Latif
and Sons' to oblige his "favourite" firm the
'Lahore Casa Developers', a proxy group of
'Paragon City Private Limited', causing a
loss of millions of rupees.

